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Reducing non-attendance rates in a community mental health team
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Abstract

The project aimed to improve productivity of psychiatric out patient clinic using quality improvement techniques through "Listening Into Action",
a national programme designed to engage and support front-line clinicians to make improvements to patient care. We identified reasons as to
why our patients missed appointments and then introduced a system to reduce "did not attend" (DNA) rates.

Non-attendance at appointments results in a waste of resources and increases waiting times. It has been reported that DNA rates in mental
health are higher compared to other settings. Therefore, reducing DNA rates are a priority for mental health care providers.

We collected DNA rates over a period of months over May 2013 to September 2013. We conducted a patient survey to inquire why the
patients missed their appointments. The aim of the project and results from the survey were presented and discussed at the multi-disciplinary
team meeting to generate ideas for improvement and engage the team with the project. As the most frequent response from the survey was
‘forgetting the appointment’, we decided to introduce text messaging as an intervention to remind patients of their appointments. We also
ensured that staff updated the mobile phone records for the patients at each appointment. We monitored the DNA rates after introducing this
change on a monthly basis.

Following our intervention, there was an overall reduction in DNA rates for all disciplines from 11.4% to 10.62% with the greatest change for
medical DNA’s from 17.7% to 11.8 %.

Results from a patient survey showed that the reasons for non-attendance are multi-factorial and require a complex approach. Our intervention
was a simple one but still it demonstrated some effectiveness. Reducing DNA rates requires interventions to be regularly monitored so that
their effect is sustained over a period of time.

Problem

This project was undertaken at a community mental health team in
North London, UK. It was one of the first 10 projects of Listening
into Action in the Trust, a national programme designed to engage
and support front-line clinicians to make improvements to patient
care.

According to Enfield Council data[1], Enfield is the 64th most
deprived local authority district in the UK. The total population of the
borough was 312,466 according to the 2011 census. According to
the same census, there was a 60% increase in the non-UK born
population, mainly from Turkey, Poland, Nigeria, Ghana, and
Somalia. There was also an increase of 71% in lone parents with
children dependent to them. While unemployment in London went
up by 38% since the last census in 2001, in Enfield it rose by 61%.

Non-attendance of outpatient/community appointments has been a
long-standing issue for the NHS and this was also the case in our
team. New and follow up appointments were being missed. Many
community teams manage non-attendance by discharging patients
who miss consecutive appointments. As a consequence, these
patients may fail to see a specialist when needed and thereby
impacting on the continuity of care, compliance with medication,
and engagement with the service. This translates into a financial
impact on the service and the professionals’ morale.

Background

It is estimated that around £360 million per year is lost due to non-
attendance of appointments in the NHS.[2] According to Mitchell &
Selmes [3], this rate of non-attendance for psychiatric appointments
is double the one for other medical specialties. According to the
Department of Health, in 2002-2003 the did not attend (DNA) rate of
psychiatric outpatient appointments was 19.1% in England, while
the overall NHS rate was 11.7%.[3-4]

Clinical evidence suggests that psychiatric patients who miss follow
up appointments have a higher chance of being admitted over a
12-month period and there is more likelihood of a negative effect on
the condition.[5]

Non-attendance in outpatient clinics across all specialties has been
extensively studied. Akhter et al (2012) used telephone survey
methodology to elicit for reasons of non-attendance in a diabetes
clinic.[6] Their main finding was that forgetting the appointment was
the most frequent response and suggested that simple
administrative steps have a role. Guy et al (2012) in a systematic
review and meta analysis on the effectiveness of text messaging as
a reminder of appointments in the health care setting [7], found that
text messaging increases attendance and the method was thought
to be a simple and efficient one. Similarly, Sims et al (2012) studied
the effect text messaging at four community mental health clinics in
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London.[8] They found that a reduction of 25-28% happened post
implementation and concluded that such an effect could save
roughly £150 million on a national level in England. Paterson et al
(2010) in their literature review on the subject of non-attendance in
chronic disease clinics showed that the issue was multifactorial and
that there are system- and person- related factors that need to be
addressed if a solution is to be found.[9]

Other methods that have been studied and have been found to be
successful in reducing non-attendance are email reminders [10],
having an opt-in system in place where the patient has to respond
is some way to the invitation for an appointment [11], and “patient
focused booking” no more than six weeks in advance.[12]

Baseline measurement

Baseline DNA rates were collected from the community mental
health team. The team consisted of three basic disciplines: doctors,
psychologists, and care coordinators (nurses and social workers)
but underwent a few changes during the months of study. The
project looked at changes in DNA rates for the new and follow up
appointments in all three disciplines between the months of May
2013 to March 2014. The junior doctor's (CT) appointment data
were excluded from the study because their presence was not
consistent throughout the year.

Data were obtained automatically from the electronic database
system (RiO). The difference between “cancelled" and "did not
attend" was that for the former patients would call us to give a
reason for not being able to attend, whereas they wouldn’t make
any contact at all prior to the appointment for the latter. For the
purpose of this quality improvement project, we only studied the
"did not attend" rates.

We devised an anonymous questionnaire with closed questions
along with free text questions. These focused on the reasons for
missing appointments and what could be done to help them not
miss appointments in the future.

In terms of DNA rates, baseline measurements were taken for the
months of May, June, July, August, and September 2013. These
were later grouped (group A) as the set of measurements prior to
implementation of our intervention. Individual and overall rates can
be seen on tables 1 and 2.

See supplementary file: ds3157.docx - “Survey questionnaire”

Design

Following the analysis of the data, the patient survey results, and
the team discussion on the issue, it was evident that team DNA
rates were similar to other teams in the trust. If our quality
improvement project demonstrated reduction in rates, then this
could be adapted an implemented in other parts of the trust to
improve efficiency. We found out that the most common reason for
not attending an appointment from the perspective of the patient
was forgetting about it. Patients' main suggestion through the

survey was to have a system of reminding them via texts or phone
calls prior to the appointment. Another suggestion from the team
had to do with problems identified on our electronic system. They
referred to the incomplete drop down menu when they had to
record a non-attendance and came up with ideas like adding the
options of "contacted carer" or "made unannounced visit" when a
patient would miss their appointment.

Suggestions for our electronic system were passed on to the
relevant team (RiO steering group). They noted our suggested and
stated that it would be implemented when our system will be
managed by another provider in 2015-2016. The current system did
not allow the trust flexibility to make changes.

With regards to the initial suggestion of reminding our patients of
their appointment, we took some steps towards activating text
messaging in our team as the service already existed in the trust.
The text messages would be delivered three days and one day prior
to the appointment. Another step taken was to ask all members of
staff to update our patients' mobile phone numbers on the electronic
system each time they met.

Strategy

Following literature search to look at what has been studied in
terms of DNA rates in mental health clinics, PDSA cycle 1 was
performed. Although there was some very good information on the
possible reasons why patients miss their appointments, it wasn’t
clear whether results could be generalised to our population. PDSA
cycle 1 took place where a questionnaire anonymously given to
patients attending our clinic over a period of a month was designed.
The questions were focused on possible reasons why individuals do
not attend their appointments and there was also free text for them
to write their ideas with regards to this, as well as possible ways
their attendance could improve. A 2nd PDSA cycle took place
where a meeting with the team was held for their opinions on the
issue to be heard. Some very interesting ideas came out of this
meeting; it raised staff awareness on helping patients to engage
better but also record their appointment outcomes on the system
more appropriately. Following that meeting, it was agreed that a
realistic intervention would be to introduce the text messaging
system. A 3rd PDSA was performed along this idea, which showed
some very positive results.

See supplementary file: ds3962.docx - “PDSA Cycles (1)-2”

Post-measurement

October 2013 was the first month of results following our
intervention. The overall DNA rate for the service had reduced to
7.5%. The rates remained equally low in November 2013 but there
was an increase in December 2013 (though still lower rate since
implementation of intervention). In January 2014, the rates started
decreasing again but not as dramatically as before and in February
2013 the rate was 11.9%.

DNA rates were also studied after the implementation for the three
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separate disciplines of the team. These were also grouped (Group
B) and overall rates were calculated. We considered statistical tests
to test significance of the results but we decided not to use them for
several reasons that are discussed later.

Looking at different disciplines, the most prominent fluctuation
happened within the psychology team. An explanation for this would
be the fact that psychological interventions require patients to
attend appointments on a weekly basis at our premises. This can
appear quite inflexible for the community mental health patients with
a variable degree of engagement. This expectation to attend
regularly serves a significant therapeutic purpose with regard to
boundary setting and containment, but may be the reason for the
observed fluctuations.

With regards to care coordination, an increase in DNA rates took
place during the months of December 2013 and January 2014. It is
a common experience for mental health services but also other
healthcare clinics to have an increase in DNA rates during these
festive months. Reasons for this have to do with both patients but
also absences of members of staff. Another significant reason for
fluctuations within the group of care coordinators has been the
extensive changes in members of staff within our team. Finally, the
medical absolute DNA rates decreased consistently since
intervention, in accordance with the overall consistent reduction.
However, there was also a relative increase that took place during
the months of December 2013 and January 2014.

Results can be viewed in the form of a run chart on figures 1 and 2.
The number of contacts with patients in the team can be seen on
figures 3 and 4, which gives a perspective of the workload of the
team.

See supplementary file: ds3835.pdf - “Results”

Lessons and limitations

What was appreciated in this project was how important it is to have
a very focused question/ problem. That increases the chances of
the project being successful in the sense of bringing about a
change. It was also important to engage with all stakeholders to
obtain different perspectives possible resolutions.

The lack of statistical testing is a limitation. However, this was a
service improvement project, not a research project that needed
power calculations and a sample size with enough power to detect
a difference. We did not want to give the erroneous impression of
significance where there was none, and decided that it would be
best that the effect of the intervention be described in rates so that
variance can be seen and an impression of the effect size can be
made.

With regards to this project, there is certainly room for improvement.
It is important to continue working on it for the months or years to
come, implementing different methods of engaging patients with
treatment. We would also suggest extending the survey that was
done with regards to patient’s views on missing appointments,
reasons and methods for improvement. Once we have robust

conclusions, the same methods can be used in other teams of the
trust. Finally, results need to be disseminated to the team and other
stakeholders regularly.

Conclusion

The problem identified prior to this project was the DNA rates and
the differences between the disciplines with regards to this. A team
meeting was organised where opinions were sought from members
of staff and key the stakeholders identified. A self reported
questionnaire was designed and given to the patients. The
questionnaire sought their opinions on why they miss appointments
and what they think would improve their engagement. Finally, we
recorded the baseline team DNA rates through the electronic
system.

Following that process, it was decided that the intervention should
be the introduction of text messaging prior to appointments. Other
suggested changes were altering the recording methods of
appointment outcomes on the electronic system. There was a
dramatic fall of DNA rate in the month following the implementation
of the intervention. The fall in DNA rates leveled off during the
months that followed, but it remained lower than the baseline rates,
ie pre-intervention rate. Different reasons for this shift and factors
that could have temporarily increased the rates were explore such
as changes in the members of staff within the team.

Finally, we took steps with regards to the sustainability of the
project. This was done by consistently educating staff on the
significance of reminding patients of their appointments. The project
was handed over to other members of the team to continue with
monitoring monthly DNA rates and discussion of how these can be
improved further.
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! !
Group!A!average!
DNA!rate!(before!
intervention)!

!
Group!B!average!
DNA!rate!(after!
intervention)!

!
Psychology!

!
9.4%!

!
11.6%!

!
Care!coordination!

!
8.3%!

!
8%!

!
Medical!

!
17.7%!

!
11.8%!

!
Overall!

!
11.4%!

!
10.6%!

!
Table!1:!Mean!DNA!rates!before!and!after!the!intervention.!!
Group!A:!mean!DNA!rate!of!months!May!13M!June!13M!July!13M!August!13!and!
September!13.!
Group!B:!mean!DNA!rate!of!months!October!13M!November!13M!December!13M!
January!14M!February!14!and!March!14.!
!
!
! Psychology!

mean!DNA!
rate!

Care!
coordination!
mean!DNA!
rate!

Medical!mean!
DNA!rate!

Overall!mean!
DNA!rate!

May!2013! 25%! 8.1%! 20.7%! 17.9%!
June!2013! 0%! 8.9%! 20.8%! 9.9%!
July!2013! 0%! 7.1%! 14.5%! 7.2%!
August!2013! 11.4%! 8.1%! 12.6%! 10.7%!
September!
2013!

11.2%! 7.1%! 16.8%! 11.7%!

October!2013! 4.9%! 6.1%! 10.1%! 7%!
November!
2013!

5.2%! 6.5%! 8.9%! 6.9%!

December!
2013!

14.3%! 10%! 12.2%! 12.2%!



January!2014! 9.9%! 11.4%! 14.8%! 12%!
February!
2014!

14.6%! 8.7%! 12.4%! 11.9%!

March!2014! 20.9%! 7.6%! 12.6%! 13.7%!
! ! ! ! !
!
Table!2!shows!mean!DNA!rate!by!discipline!over!each!month!from!beginning!of!
the!project!until!the!end!of!it.!


